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Abstract
The integration between infrastructure and applications can drive greater flexibility and speed in helping businesses 
to be competitive and successful. Integration is part of the process that is helping drive key initiatives in the data 
center including large scale cloud architectures. One goal of integration is utilizing resources better including 
personnel, servers, network, and storage—enabling greater profitability by lowering costs and expediting IT 
solutions for new projects. Storage continues to be the sticking point when it comes to provisioning capacity for a 
new virtualized application, integrating backup and recovery, or scaling capacity as well as performance. As a result, 
choosing the right storage behind the virtualization infrastructure is paramount. This paper details 10 key areas 
that the infrastructure buyer needs to be aware of in order to have a virtualized infrastructure that delivers both 
performance and availability as efficiently as possible.  
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Introduction
Storage integration for VMware is complex. There has to be a good balance of features, functions, reliability, ease of use, 
integration, performance and, of course, cost. 

The following 10 characteristics represent what Infinidat has heard from hundreds of leading enterprises with respect to 
what is important when choosing a storage platform to support their virtualized infrastructures:

1. Simplicity—Storage for a VMware environment should be virtualized for flexibility and efficiency. 
InfiniBox® was designed using modern virtualization technologies. Under the covers, the entire capacity 
is virtualized, distributing all datasets (VMs) across all three nodes in an active-active-active fashion. From 
VMware and admin perspectives, there is no need for any sort of manual optimization or tuning. All that is 
needed is to present capacity to the virtualized servers. All the hard tasks of data placement, performance, 
policy making and reliability are managed completely by the storage system itself. In other words, there 
is no need to decide what type of RAID groups, size of RAID groups, pools or extents are optimal for 
any given workload. It is all done for you. All of this automation helps to make managing the virtual 
environment very simple. In addition, the InifiniBox supports multiple protocols including  
FC, NFS and iSCSI, so the solution integrates into any storage environment you may have.

2. VMware Integration—Storage for a virtualized environment needs to provide VMware Ready certified 
integration with the VMware APIs, including VAAI, VASA, SRM and vVols. This is exactly what we have 
done with InfiniBox via vCenter plugins (for web and Windows clients). Our integration facilitates a quick 
and consistent set up in a matter of minutes. Provisioning and data protection tasks such as “single VM 
backups and restores” are done in a matter of seconds, with minimal effort and literally no training, 
and more importantly, no performance overhead to the server layer or storage. Certification through 
the VMware Ready program is a key requirement to ensure support and integration for your enterprise 
environment.

3. Ease of Management—Instant provisioning saves configuration time, and ensures optimal and 
consistent performance. InfiniBox supports multi-tenancy, which allows users to manage their entire 
virtualized capacity on their own, via the familiar VMware vCenter environment. Infinidat also provides 
a powerful set of tools called Host PowerTools, enabling an administrator to easily validate server 
configuration, configure, provision and manage storage from the very same vCenter interface without 
further training.

VMware

u  Simplicity
u  VMware Integration
u  Ease of Management
u  Single-Instance Backup and Restore
u  Application Performance
u  Reliability
u  Green
u  Capacity Efficiency
u  Consolidation and Scale
u  Service and Support
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4. Single-Instance VM Backup and Restore—The InfiniBox vCenter Plugin (thin and thick clients) allows 
simple, single-instance backup and restore (without any dependency on vVol or third-party tools). The 
entire data protection process can be fully automated via the InfiniBox snapshot tool, which maintains 
consistent copies of thousands of VMs with relatively small retention schedules. InfiniBox operations are 
done via VAAI utilizing the storage resources only. The actual snapshots taken per VM using InfiniSnap® 
technology have zero impact on an unlimited amount of snapshots. Traditional backup and restores of 
single VM instances that used to take days and hours now take minutes or even seconds. Customers 
struggling to backup and restore their always growing VM environments can immediately benefit from the 
powerful InfiniBox snapshot technology.

5. Application Performance—Endless VM sprawl may lead to a growing number of storage arrays, and in 
the end, the creation of performance silos. InfiniBox was designed to serve 10,000 VMs and above. To scale 
to support the performance needs of an entire enterprise’s virtualized environment, Infinidat delivered 
a massively scalable enterprise storage platform that leverages intelligent information placement and 
massive caching, just like those architectures found in big data and analytics platforms that speed the flow 
of information. By delivering an analytical view of the information in real time, the flash-optimized InfiniBox 
can optimize performance taking advantage of innovative caching capabilities. 

 6. Reliability—VMware environments require maximum uptime from their storage arrays. This is critical 
to keep the business running properly. InfiniBox is designed to perform at seven nines (99.99999%) of 
availability, an order of magnitude better than other storage products that commonly provide only five 
nines. The difference between InfiniBox’s seven nines and other storage arrays providing five nines makes 
InfiniBox effectively 100x more reliable. InfiniBox also has a self-healing architecture that is capable of 
recovering from dual drive failures in an unparalleled 15 minutes or less. When running behind VMware—
given the multipath, HBA and clustering configuration timeouts—this becomes 100% availability. 

7. Green—Virtualizing your server environment helps in consuming less power and cooling, however, 
storage consumes more, forcing customers to look for greener storage solutions which will support 
their business growth and save them from the need to build new data centers. The InfiniBox storage 
array is a green platform that minimizes environmental impact and carbon footprint during both the 
manufacturing process, and operational runtime. InfiniBox enjoys an extremely low energy footprint of 
8kW during peak load (~3w/TB) for our largest system (5PB1), all in one 42U rack. These green aspects 
are critical for VMware environments to provide truly elastic capacity, performance and scalability 
without any compromises in reliability. 

1Assumes a conservative 2:1 compression ratio

Single VM Restore

Production VMs VM Backups
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  8. Capacity Efficiency—Our unique InfiniRaid® provides much higher storage efficiency, 72% useable 
capacity utilization out of the drives in the system with no hotspots, while still providing an unprecedented 
seven nines availability. InfiniBox also supports data-aware, in-line compression that maximizes 
compression depending on data type. In addition, the InfiniBox system supports all VAAI APIs including 
the thin reclamation API. In addition, InfiniBox is one of the only systems with the ability to reclaim zero 
capacity in real time (not as a background process, but upon arrival of each IO). For VMware, maximizing 
capacity automatically and without user intervention, is essential. Storage is automatically tuned for best 
performance. In the end, this is reflected in a lower TCO (total cost of ownership).

9. Consolidation and Scale—Capacity and performance in a virtualized environment must be flexible, 
non-intrusive and demand no human intervention. The InfiniBox system consolidates multiple traditional 
storage frames into a single frame, with less power consumption and without the limitations on capacity 
or performance found in traditional enterprise storage and All-Flash-Array products. A single InfiniBox can 
deliver over 1M IOPS, 12GB/s bandwidth and µs latency. InfiniBox provides this and other benefits that no 
other product can provide without incurring higher expenses or higher levels of complexity. 

10. Service and Support—Ensuring the success of your organization is about more than purchasing 
the right enterprise storage platform; it is about having the right backing to ensure success throughout 
the lifecycle of the platform. That is where service and support come into play. From ensuring non-stop 
operation to upgrades and migrations, Infinidat Service and Support is second to none, thanks to learning 
from over two decades of support experience with the largest clients around the globe. Infinidat delivers 
support through dedicated Technical Advisors (TAs) who are included with every InfiniBox purchase. 
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Conclusion 
The integration of the entire infrastructure stack, from server to network and storage with the VMware ecosystem is 
critically important. VMware enables customers to save CapEx costs on physical hardware, achieve better utilization 
of existing resources, and gain far better performance and management abilities. This, in turn, eases the work of all of 
the IT personnel resources, from storage to server, and application administrator, as well as help desk and operational 
personnel. While all storage vendors today support integration with VMware at one level or another, there is a huge 
difference between these levels of integration. The InfiniBox enterprise-proven storage array leads the industry in 
advanced VMware storage integration. Infinidat delivers the latest tools and integration points, which support not only 
current VMware technologies, but also the future VMware roadmap. In addition, the tools that Infinidat offers have 
been built to provide automatic support to the VMware administrator and prevent the administrator from making 
mistakes that can result in costly downtime to the environment. InfiniBox is the ultimate storage array for VMware 
environments, providing a disruptively low cost/terabyte without compromising capacity, performance or reliability. 
InfiniBox is the only platform ready for storing the virtualized data of the future.
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